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ABSTRACT

Aclassroom implementing cooperative learning (CL) hastocarefully
design and organize the lesson so that each student could interact with
others, and most importantly all students are motivated to increase each,
other's process of learning. It isbecause CLwill benefit the students when
they perform interaction structured byinterdependence among thestudents.
However, one major issues emerging under the cooperative learning
classroom is to make sure that students gain the lesson objectives of the

• designed class, andin fact, thestudents really learneach other aswell. The
teacher needs to know best that students work cooperatively among the
group, and each student contributes during the leaming process. Students'
accountability needsto be assessed in orderto achieve the benefits of CL.
Therefore, oneprimary waytoensure accountability is through testing.

This research report is to investigate both the individual and group
accountability in thecooperative leamingclassroomandwhetheror not CL
setting benefits thestudents. Theresearch isconducted inWriting 2class in
which students work in-group by doing the team project writing on
paragraphs. Students' individual and ^oup accountability isassessed bythe
quizzes, andit iscross-checked through theclassdiscussion.

Thestudyshows thatstudents'individual accountability is supported
by their competence. The performance of group accountability is closely
related to their competence. Their answers and responses show positive
effects of workingand leamingeach other; therefore, they do benefitfrom
this CL setting in Writing 2 class.

Keyword: CLsetting,accountability, benefitsofCL setting

Introducing Cooperative Learning (CL) and its Benefits

Having students' work in groups is not a new concept in the teaching
leaming process atschools oruniversities. However, what differentiates thegroup
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activity isitiscarefully structured meaning that the group work isorganized sothat
each student interacts with others and all of them are motivated to increase each
other's teaming process. This main concept is what Kessler (1992:1) calls as
cooperative Icaming (CL) orsometimes called collaborative learning. One ofthe
objectives of organizing the group work in CL is to make sure that each student
could perform their best to leam and to increase the understanding onthe subject
being studied. Another definition of cooperative learning proposed by Oslen &
Kagan (1992:8) via Oxford (1997:444) isasgroup teaming activity organized so
that leaming is dependent on the socially structured exchange of information
between leamers ingroups and inwhich each learner isheld accountable forhisor
herown leaming andis motivated to increase theleaming ofothers. Based onthis
definition, one important key term to take into account is the notion of
accountability. Infact, accountability isone ofthe underlying pillars/ principles in
cooperative*leaming. • .

In the discussion of cooperative leaming, some scholars.have mentioned
some principles underlying the cooperative leaming that itismuch more thanjust
small-group work. Firstly, Vasquez (1990:1) has categorized the principles into
three i.e. positive interdependence, individual accountability, and social skills. In
this case, Vasquez views these elements as the important and influencing ones.
Next, Oxford (1997:444) has summarized the principles of cooperative leaming
into positive interdependence, accountability, team formation, team size, cognitive
development, and social development. His notions on cooperative leaming are
detailthat it could show more benefits for the students when they are working on
subject setting in cooperative learning. Meanwhile, Froyd in
www.foundationcoalition.org hasnotified thethree pillars ofcooperative leaming
as positive interdependence, individual accountability, and promotive interaction.
Thus far, the notions ofpositive interdependence and accountability become the
main concem of the scholars, not to mention that others are not their concerns
though. Therefore, cooperative leaming is viewed differently because these
sequences ofprinciples orpillars have marked the strucmred systemofcooperative
leaming. Besides, by integrating these into their leaming time and their lessons,
teachers may find that group works composed in cooperative leaming lead to
higher achievement for the students, and they could also give additional benefits
for thestudentssuchas the increaseofself-esteem,respect,acceptance,and greater
motivation to leam because of the positive interdependence and individual
accountability, andforsuredueto theotherpillars.

The importance ofaccountability ofthe students incooperative leaming,
both their individual and group accountability, has become the concem of the
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writer. It is because research shows that both individual and group accountability is
important for achievement in CL setting, and mostscholars consider this to be a
defining characteristic of CL, Kessler (1992:13). There some logical reasons to
viewthis importance. The firstreason is individual accountability is thebeUefby
each individual that she/he will be accountable for her/his performance and
leaming that each student is willingly to perform and to participate in the CL
setting. As a result, the studentscouldshowthe positiveinterdependence, and the
CL setting is successful when the students' accountability exists, so the positive
interdependence is following. Secondly, some teachers are worried to know
whether the students in CL setting could really learn each other or not. Therefore,
one major issues emergingunder the cooperative leaming classroom is to make
sure that students gain the lesson objectives of the designed class, and in fact, the
students really leam each otlier as well. In this case, the students' accountability
must be observed to make sure that the CL setting is done successfully. Last but not
least, some teachers feel to need to know best that students work cooperatively
amongthe group, and each student contributes during the leaming process.Again
and again, students' accountability needs to be assessed in order to achieve the
benefits of CL. In conclusion, one primary way to ensure individual and group
accountability is through testing; therefore, testing the students' accountability is
worth investigating in a particular CLsetting.

In order to answer the curiosity ofconducting CL setting and to observe its
students' accountability, this paper aims to report its investigation on both the
individualand group accountability ofthe students conducted in the writing class.
Besides, it aims to reveal and to access how students benefit the CL setting. In other
words, this research report is going to contribute to other scholars' finding on CL
setting that is to ensure they are really doing a successful cooperative leaming
when the students have really performed their students' accountability.

CooperativeLearning: the Working Concept

Cooperative leaming is a pedagogical approach that promotes students to
interact and to work in small groups to maximize their leaming and to reach the
shared goals. Another definition of cooperative leaming which seems to be tme
and happening in some (inappropriate)CL settings is proposed by Johnson (2005)
via Wichadee (2007) that cooperative leaming is not assigning a job to a group of
students where one student does all the work and the others put their names on the
paper;it isnothavingthe studentssit sidebysideat thesametableto talkwitheach.
Other as they do their individual assignmentas well; it is not having the studentsdo
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a task individually with instruction that one who finish first are to help the slower
students. What it ismeant asit ishappening is that when teachers do not carefully
pay attention and concern with the students' activity what Johnson has defined
above could bepossibly done oppositely. On the contrary, some students will only
contribute by writing down their names whereas one student does all ofthe jobs, or
the students sitside byside working ontheir assignment individually, and fmally
some smartstudents will finish faster ignoring the slower students. It shows that
cooperativesetting fails tobeimplemented inthatparticular classroom.

In fact, cooperative learning is a teaching strategy inwhich small teams
with different levels of ability have the same goal that is to improve their
understanding ofasubject. Moreover, each member ofthe team is responsible not
only for learning but also for helping their teammates learn and create the
atmosphere ofachievement. This leads to the purpose ofcooperative learning
which at the sametimefalls intooneOf theprinciples of cooperative learning i.e.
accountability.Accountabilitywill make tlie students strongerbythe process ofCL
setting because they are to force themselves to be able to perform, to be counted,
and to be responsible to answer the subject under the study. Therefore, probing the
students' accountability is also important to make sure that the CL setting runs
smoothly and achieves itsgoals basedonitsprinciples.

Accountability in Cooperative Learning

As it is included in the pillars ofcooperative learning, accountability is
seen as the important characteristic inCL setting because the success ofCL setting
ismoreor lessmeasured based ontheaccountability performed bythestudents. It
means thathowthestudents areable toleamfrom eachother, andhowtheyareable
to answer and cooperate. Furthermore, Froyd has noted from Johnson (1991.7)
that:

"Two levels of accountability must be stmctured into cooperative lessons.
The group must be accountable for achieving its goals and each member
mustbeaccountable forcontributing hisorhershareofthework. Individual
accountability exists when the performance ofeach individual isassessed
and the results are given back to the group and the individual in order to
ascertain who needs more assistance, support, and encouragement in
learning. The purpose of cooperative learning groups is to make each
member a stronger individual inhisorher right. Students leam together so
that they subsequently can gaingreater individual competency [7]."
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Based on the quotation above, accountability in cooperative setting is
differentiated into individual and group accountability. Individual accountability
exists when theperformance of eachindividual student isassessed, andtheresults
are given back to the group's performance. It means each student is able to
contribute totheproject, ableto helpthose whoneedhelps, andstronger andmore •
competence students are expected to existresulted by theCLsetting eventually.
Meanwliile, group accountability is also considered important. It is in group
accountabilitywhere the individualaccountability isperformed.

Aquestion possibly to emerge ishowto assess and to grade thesuccess of
CL setting, and how to know both individual and group accountability have
achieved the best performance during the CL setting. It is because individual
accountability is promoted by providing opportunities for the peiformance of
individuals to be observed and evaluated by others. In response to this question,
Kessler (1992:13) hastriedtoresponse bymentioning thatmethods which useonly
a group grade ora group product without making eachmember accountable donot
consistently produce achievement gains. It shows how it is also important to
consider the individual accountability. Furthermore, he also considers that
studentsmay be made individually accountable by assigning eachstudenta grade
onhisorherownportionofthe teamprojectorby therulethat thegroupmaynotgo
on to thenextactivityuntilall teammembersfinishthe task.Byproposingthis, he
finally means to propose that a primary way to ensure accountability is through
testing. Meanwhile, Johnson and Johnson (1991) have suggested that there are
somewaysto assessor totesteachteammemberin CLsetting. Forinstances, those
are individual quizzes or examinations to promote individual accountability,
random checking by posing a question or a problem and randomly calling on
specific individuals to give an explanation after talking about the question or
problem in a group, and some othermethods such as individual contribution to
team report, skill demonstration, and individual explanation. Another possible
methodtotest thegroupaccountability isbyhavingmorein-depth study. It iswhen
individual accountability is encouraged in various cooperative leaming structures
that may also encourage ideas about how a student might incorporate individual
accoimtability into one class, Slavin (1995).

The Study Objectives

This paperwritingis a researchreport basedon a case studyhappening in
Writing 2 class of English Study Program Diploma 3 in Universitas Islam
Indonesia. The Writing2 class is a very small class consisting of 8 to 10students.
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The Writing 2 class was chosen as the CL setting due to the special cases found in
the class that the different level ofability the students have, the different level of
diligence the students participate, and it happens to be the second semester the
writer has with them meaning that the previous Writing 1 class was taught by the
writer.

The students were arranged into very small groups from 2 up to 3 students
only.Each ofthe CLsetting activity was preceded by the quiz 1to assess the basic
competence that thestudents hadaboutthesubjectunderthestudy. Theywere then
given the opportunity to discuss with their partners i.e. to do cooperative learning
activity by discussing and doing the assignment. Finishing Aeir assignment,
students were also given the posttest to check their performance that is by asking
the cooperation they had with their partners while the researcher was assessing
their writing production in^ which the posttest was done in .written manner.
Feedback is also considered important for the students. Therefore, after several
meetings to studyand to learn.aparticular topic, the class will have a discussion
session to discuss their works. In fact, the writer utilized this occasion for
crosschecking the activities and comment that the students have written down in
their quizzes.

In this research, the research questions are formulated in the following
questions: How is the individual and group accountability of the students in
Writing2 performed duringthe CL settingand How does CL settingin Writing2
benefit the students' understanding? Furthermore, this research is a qualitative-
descriptive analysis in which the datais taken from the writing of the students of
Writing 2 class. It consists of two types e.g. their writing assignment and their
quizzes answers submitted before and after theCLsetting. Thedata is collected,
chosen, and analyzedin order to answer the research questions so that the research
objectives could be achieved. The triangulation is done by selecting the theory
employed, the research questions, and the datacollected bothwritten andspoken
during the class discussion. For some students, there were some crosschecking
sessions during the class discussion when their answers in written forms are
consideredunclear.

Findings and Discussion

A. On the Students'Accountability: Individual and Group Accountability in
Writing 2 Class

As it is proposed that checking the students' accountability is done by
having theteste.g.quiz, thedatashown belowisbasedontheresultofthestudents'
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test in formofclass quizzes. They were to answer several questions that the writer
proposed to probe their competence that will exist as their individual

The

usscssmcnl

ofquiz 1 for
Time order

paragraph:
Group One

The

assessment

of quiz 1 for
Time order

paragraph:
Group Two

The

assessment

of quiz I for
Space order
paragraph:
Group Three

Student

Name

Fcm*

Fuad

Rabi'atuI

SriLcstari

Siska

Maiga
Rene

Svahruddin

Rohmi

Aulia

Student's Assessment

He could answer for 60% coircct—^tliat is tlic

basic understanding of time-order paragraph,
and the explanation was short but rather
clear. IIowe\'er, he couldn't complete it with
an example of the sUidicdparagraph.
He failed to understand the time-order

paragraph.
Apparently,he has limited competence on
time-orderparag^h.
Sheanswei^ for lOO%coiiBct, andthe . .
explanation was clearwith goodexample.
She tully understood the subject thatwas
about to study or the subject imder the study.

She failed to tindcistand what time order

paragraph was.

She could explain time-order paragraph with
70% conect and was able to quite understand
what time order paragraph was.

He failed to understand what time order

paragraph was.

She didn't take the pretest for space order
paragraph.
It could not be predicted on her competence
and her personal accountability because there
is no information about her prefe.st
He could explain spoce-orderparagraph with
70% correct and was able to quite under.stand
what space order paragraph was.
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Student's accuuntabilitv

it is a.ssumcd tliathas enough
competence to finish the project, so
his student's accountability is
considered minimum.

It is o-ssumcd that he has limited
individualaccountabiliQ'in the
group doing time order paragraph.

Apparently,she has excellent
competence on time-order
paragn^h; therefore, it is assumed
that she could perform the best
individual accountabili^ in the
groiq)doing lime order poragr^h.
Apparently,she has limited
competenceon time-order
paragraph; therefore, it is assumed
that she has limited individual

accountability in the groupdoing
time order paragraph.
Apparently, she has fair competence
on timc-oidcr paragraph; therefore,
it is assumed that she could perform
belter individual accoimlabilityin
the group doing lime order
paragraph.
Apparently,he has limited
competenceon time-order
paragraph; therefore, it is assumed
that he has limited individual

accountabilityin the group doing
lime order paragraph.

Apparently,he has fair competence
on ^ace-order paragraph; therefore,
it is assumed that he could perfoim
betterindividual accountability in
the group doing time order
paragraph.'
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The

assessment

ofquiz 1 for
Space order
paragraph:
Group Four

Eka Shecouldexplainspace-orderparagraph
Pumama w-ith 80% correct and was able to quite

understandwhat space order paragraph was.

SriLestari Shecouldexplainspace-order paragraph
with 70% correct and was able to quite
undtTstandwhat space order paragraph was.

Apparcndy,she has fair competence
on space-order paragraph;therefore,
it is assumed that sAecould perform
better individual aecoimtability in
the group doing space order
paragraph.
Apparently, she has fair competence
on s^ace-orderparagraph;therefore,
it is assumed that she could perform
better individual accountability in
the group doing space order
paragraph.

Based on the table above, the students' individual accountability can be
seen and reviewed from their answers.Their individual accountability is traced by
the class quiz toprobe"theirvery basic competence ontypes ofparagraph e.g. time-
order and space-order paragraphs. Their basic competence is assumed to be the
individual accountability that they will perform during the group work. By
displaying this result, the writer is trying to show that each student's competence
could show how far their individualaccountabilitywill be performed in the group
work so that each student is accountable as it functions as the defining
characteristic in CL setting. Therefore, the table above has also provided the
assumption and prediction on their individual accountability based on the
competence shown through theirquizzes' answers.

Meanwhile, thegroup accountability which isbelieved astheactualization
or the feedback of the students' individual accountability is tested, reviewed, and
investigated by giving testing to the students through some quizzes aswell. Inthis
research, the group accountability of the students can be seen in the following
table:
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assessment

ofquiz 1 for
Time order

paragraph:
Group One

The

assessment

of quiz 1 for
. Time order
paragraph;
Group Two

Student

Name

Fcn>-

Fuad

Rabi'atul

Sri Lcstari

Siska Morga
Rene (Ends)

Syohruddin
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Student's Participatioo

He gave the idea about how to
make faccbook account using time
order purugraph.

lie didn't lake the quiz, but the
interesting data shows that his
partner, Rabi'atul, could recap his
activitydone in group work thatcan
be remarked as his group
accountability. He arranged the
steps in making the time order
paragraph.
She mentioned each of the students'

job in a very detail explanation.
Fcny gave ideas about making
accountin FB;Fuadarranged the
steps.
She wrote answersshowing that she
did not really help much since she
did not really know mudi about
time-orderparagraph.However,she
could recap in detail what the group
member had done Ends told what
we did; I'm a writer, and Didin
cotrect my written work.
She was able to reflect herself and

mentioned each of the students'

jobs in a very detail explanation.
She recounted each member's job
e.g. Udin gave a lot of ideas and
corrected the task, and she even
recounted her individual

accountabflity.

His explanation bos showed details
explanation of thesharedjobs and it
is connected with Ends' answer.
He admitted that he evaluated and

corrected the final work.
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Students' group accountabilit)'

It can be said that his feedback (group
accountability)was well-pcrformcdin
term of it is in line with the basic

competencehe has on time-order
paragraph.
It shows that the group discussionworked
well because each member could rc-

mcntion what each member did. It shows

that the discussion is alive and it ran
successfully.
He must have leaml many from his
partners because he bos limited basic
competence.
As it is predicted previously, she has both
goodindividual andgroup accountabilit>'.
It can be seen from the in-line and

consistent answers from the l" and 2"^
quizes.
As it is predicted previously, she has rather
limited individual accountability,and it is
showninh^ groupaccountabili^'. It can
be seen from the in-line and consistent
answers liomthe 1"and 2"^ quizzes that
she did not really know mudi, so she
could not really much participate..

Her ability to describe in details each
member's jobs has showed that her
individual accountability hascontributed
much to the group accountability.As it is
seen previously, she has adequate
individual accountability, and it is shown
in her group accountability. It can be seen
from the in-line and consistent answers
from the 1"and 2°^ quizzes thatsheknew
more, so she could much participate..
As it is known that he has limited

competenceon time-order paragraph;
therefore,he performed limited individual
accountabilityin the group work to discuss
the specific topic i.e. time order paragraph,
buthe didvery well on the correction part
that is to correct the grammar and sentence
construction.
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The

assesanent

of quiz 1 for
Space order
panigniph:
Group Three

SriLestari

Rohmi

Aulia

She wrote thai
she learnt

manythings
from her
partner how
to make a

space-order
paragraph
fromtopic
sentence until

the full

paragraph,
and she

acknowledged
that they
shared ideas

and jobs

She wrote that she learnt from her
partner. She gavethe details
dLseussion that she had with her
partnersuch as the stepsof writing
outline from brainslonninB up to
transition words. She alst)
acknowledged thatshe did notwork
maximallydue to the fact tliather
partneris a male.They felt so
awkward.

He acknowledgedthat be leamt
manythingsfromhis partner. In
details, he Icaml about :acps of
making paragraph, transitionand
brainstorm.His description is in
line with his partner's description,
furthermore, as it was written by
h'lspartner, he alsodcscrib^ the
initial barrier to cope logetlierin the
groupwork.Eventually, he
admitted that they could work on - •
together.
She wrote that she leamt many
thingsfromher partnerhowto
makea ^ace-orderparagraph from
topic sentoice imtil thefhll
paragraph, andsheacknowledged
that they^ared ideasandjobs.
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Her indiridual accountability is difficult to
identify'because shedidnot takethe 1"
quiz.However, it can be seen thaishe
performed very well to participatein the
guiupwork,"niereforc, her group
accounlabililyis considered adequate.

The groupaccountability can be seen by
crosscheckingtheexplanation of Aulia
and Rohmi. Both of Ihcm realized that
theyleamteadi other,it showsthat
Auliu's individual accounlabilily was
totallyactualized andit wa.s well-,
performed in thegroup work, sodid
Rohmi.

She was identified to have adequatebasic
competence on thespaceorderparagraph.
Das^onherexplanation, itcon beseen
clearly thather individual accountability
was well-actualized. It is because there are

both acknowledgments thatshe andher
partner leamteadi other. It means both
haveadequate information aboutspace
orderparagraph to diare. Besides, she
explained verygood group accounlabilily
throughher answers. Therefore, firom her
answers, h shows that the group
accountability is good,and thecooperative
learningworia successfully.

She was idOTtificd to have adequatebasic
competence on thespaceorderpardgraph.
Bas^onherexplanation, itcan beseen
clearly thather individual accoimtabOity
was wcll-actualizcd. It is because there are
both acknowIedgmcnLs that she andher
partnerleamt eadi other. It meansboth
haveadequate information aboutspace
orderparagraph toshare. Besides, she
explained voy good group accounlabilily
through heranswers. Therefore, fromher
answers, it shows that the group
accountability is good,and thecooperative
learningworks successfully.
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As it isdisplayed inthe table, the curiosity to investigate the participation
of the individual accountability in CL setting can be seenclearly. Eachstudent's
performance could show that their limited oradequate individual accountability
does matter for the smooth running of the group work in term of group
accountability. As it is defined that group accountability is the feedback of
individual accountability, each student along withtheir individual accountability
participate inthe group work to support the success ofthe group that isthe strong
groupaccountability.

Another interesting characteristic recorded from this Writing 2 Class by
studying the individual and group accountability isonthenotion that each student
remembers verywell their learning process. It means thatstudents did remember
what subjects orideas thatthey have learnt from others inWriting2class especially
about time-order andspace-order paragraphs. Surprisingly, this canbe. traced by
cross-checking the answers from the quizzes and also from the class discussion
among the students. Hence, the testing, interm ofquizzes, can be implemented and
proven as a possible means to assess and to investigate the individual
aecountability and the group accountability performed by the students in CL
setting.

B. The Benefit ofCLSetting in Writing 2 Class

The success of CL setting is determined by the fact that students could
interactwith others,and they aremotivatedto learn eachother's learningprocess.
Indeed, it couldbe seenintheperformance of theCLsetting in theWriting 2 class
conducted bythewriter. Thesuccess oftheCLsetting isalso supported bythedata
shown that ^e students have benefited much after they have done the CL setting
fortheWriting 2class. Thestudents involved inthis research express theiranswers
that they could benefit from theCLsetting inWriting 2class. Therefore, this partis
going toreview and todiscuss how CL setting could benefit their understanding in
Writing 2class thatdiscussed some types ofparagraphs e.g. time-order and space-
orderparagraphs.

Surprisingly, almost all of the students admitted that they took benefits
from the CLsettingin Writing 2 class. Theirreasons arevarious from having the
opportunity to share with other, toexchange their opinion including toargue each
other, toeasetheburdenoffinishing theproject,andthemostimportantly is to take
benefit of understanding the topic easier due to the small discussion among
students. The latter means that students could easily clarify the unclear topics or
types ofparagraph when they have not understood yet. Thus, it cannot beargued
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that CL setting in this Writing 2 class has benefited the students to work
cooperatively to finish the project, and eventually to understand the topics being
studied.

However, there is another point to take account when the benefit of CL
setting is discussed. It deals with the interpersonal relation that the students could
build up through the CL setting. In this case, two students' data have shown
something interesting and worth discussing. It is when one group confessed that
they had a difficult time to cooperate in the beginning of group work. The group
members consisting of the opposite sex complained each other that their partner
was difficult to argue and to discuss with. Their argumentation shows that the
oppositesex has become the barrier to discuss and to fmish the group work. The
opposite sex is another matter for grouping although eventuallythey could still
work on together. Therefore, among the students' involvement,, statement from
Aulia aiid Rohmi is the most interesting point to'take to consider in this CL setting,
the fact thatinitial engagement among thestudents need theice-breaking andself-
introduction must be understood for the smooth running ofCL setting so that each
studentcouldreallybenefitthe CLsetting. Indeed,the CLsettingin thisWriting2
class canbeproventhatit could benefit allthestudents though twoofthem needed
to adapt for some time.

Conclusions

From the data shown and the analysis followed in the paper, there are some
points to conclude dealing with the students' individual andgroup accountability
aswell as the benefits ofCL setting in the Writing2 class taken as the setting ofthis
research. The points to conclude are:

1. There is positivecorrelation betweenthe basiccompetence and the individual
accountability that the studentshave when they are doing the CL setting class.
In Writing 2 class mentioned here, each student's basic competence is
assessed, and their competence shows their individual accountability.
Furthermore, their individual accountability is actualized maximally when
they were doing the groupwork or it is markedas their group accountability.
Consequently, students with limited individual accountability have reflected
the limited participation and feedback as the group accountability sincethey
have limited basic competenceto participate in the group work andvice versa.
However, still there is goodnews and positiveatmosphere thatcan be builtup
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in CL setting as it is shown in Writing 2 class setting. Students having various
individual accountabilities can still work together without having problems of
gaps and barrier of different level of ability. It is because they are blended,
discussed, and negotiated. -Their limited competence or individual
accountability is not a burden because still they leam each other.

2. The data and the analysis also mention that CL setting in Writing 2 class has •
benefited the students. They took the benefits of this CL setting for various
reasons. Their answers and responses show positive effects of working and
teaming each other. Therefore, it is accepted that when CL setting is beneficial,
at the same time, it is a proofalso that the students have performed interaction
structured by interdependence among the students themselves.
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